Spectroscopic and thermodynamic studies on the binding of sanguinarine and berberine to triple and double helical DNA and RNA structures.
A comparative study on the interaction of sanguinarine and berberine with DNA and RNA triplexes and their parent duplexes was performed, by using a combination of spectrophotometric, UV thermal melting, circular dichroic and thermodynamic techniques. Formation of the DNA and RNA triplexes was confirmed from UV-melting and circular dichroic measurements. The interaction process was characterized by increase of thermal melting temperature, perturbation in circular dichroic spectrum and the typical hypochromic and bathochromic effects in the absorption spectrum. Scatchard analysis indicated that both the alkaloids bound to the triplex and duplex structures in a non-cooperative manner and the binding was stronger to triplexes than to parent duplexes. Thermal melting studies further indicated that sanguinarine stabilized the Hoogsteen base paired third strand of both DNA and RNA triplexes more tightly compared to their Watson-Crick strands, while berberine stabilized the third strand only without affecting the Watson-Crick strand. However, sanguinarine stabilized the parent duplexes while no stabilization was observed with berberine under identical conditions. Circular dichroic studies were also consistent with the observation that perturbations of DNA and RNA triplexes were more compared to their parent duplexes in presence of the alkaloids. Thermodynamic data revealed that binding of sanguinarine and berberine to triplexes (T.AxT and U.AxU) and duplexes (A.T and A.U) showed negative enthalpy changes and positive entropy changes but that of sanguinarine to C.GxC(+) triplex and G.C duplex exhibited negative enthalpy and negative entropy changes. Taken together, these results suggest that both sanguinarine and berberine can bind and stabilize the DNA and RNA triplexes more strongly than their respective parent duplexes.